Celebrity Wedding: Get All
The Details On Jax Taylor &
Brittany
Cartwright’s
Upcoming Nuptials
By Katie Sotack
Wedding bells are ringing as the Vanderpump Rules celebrity
couple Jax Taylor and Brittany Cartwright prepare for their
upcoming nuptials. The two agree that they’re most excited for
seeing each other’s face. According to EOnline.com Jax cannot
wait to see Brittany in her beautiful wedding dress, which has
been customized to her personal style. But, wedding planning
hasn’t gone entirely smoothly. Their officiant, Lisa
Vanderpump, needed to pull out of the ceremony last minute
after her mother passed away. The couple found a replacement
in Lance Bass to get their special day back on track. If
you’re a fan wondering if you’ll get to see the magical
nuptials, the couple hasn’t said anything yet, but they have
confirmed they’re willing to share aspects of their wedding
with fans.

This celebrity wedding is happening
this weekend! What are some ways to
personalize your nuptials?
Cupid’s Advice:
Your wedding is ultimately about you and your partner joining
together. So it makes sense to personalize the ceremony and
reception to reflect who you are as a couple. Here are some

ways to add character to your wedding day:
1. Honor those who’ve passed: You may have a close relative
who has passed away. That doesn’t mean they can’t be a part of
your special day. Take a tip from Jax, whose father passed,
and save a special seat with a photo or poem for your loved
one. Consider dedicating that spot to their ashes or a rose.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Karlie Kloss & Joshua Kusher
Celebrate Marriage with Star-Studded Party
2. Include pets: If your furry friend is a big part of your
life with your significant other, consider adding them to the
ceremony. They can be a stand in ring bearer or walk down the
aisle with a bridesmaid. Just make sure to check that your
venue allows pets and has a place to keep them during your
reception.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Joe Jonas & Sophie Turner Kiss
in Paris Before Second Wedding Ceremony
3. Combined bachelor/bachelorette parties: Like Jax and
Brittany, spend your “last nights of freedom” together. Gather
your bridesmaids and groomsmen together for an all out party,
whether it’s at your local bars or on a vacation getaway. This
way you can spend that time with your S.O. and your closed
friends to celebrate your marriage.
How will you personalize your wedding? Share in the comments
below!

Restaurant

Review:

SUR

Restaurant & Lounge in LA Is
a
One-of-a-Kind
Dining
Experience
By Bre Gajewski
In West Hollywood, just a block off of Melrose Avenue lies SUR
Restaurant & Lounge, a beautifully designed space with several
unique rooms, a charming wait-staff and delicious food.

Restaurant
Review:
SUR
Restaurant is serving up delectable
Southern European cuisine, making
you feel like you have traveled
abroad without leaving LA.

An elegant dining area at SUR

SUR is owned by two couples: Guillermo Zapata (the original
owner) and his wife Natalie alongside Lisa Vanderpump and Ken
Todd, whom you may know from hit reality TV show Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills and Vanderpump Rules. In fact, the
latter show follows the employees at SUR as they build their
futures.

The owners of SUR restaurant: Ken Todd, Lisa Vanderpump,
Guillermo Zapata and Nathalie Zapata

Lori Bizzoco, Founder and Executive Editor of Cupid’s Pulse,
recently had the opportunity to not only meet Guillermo and
the staff at SUR, but also to enjoy a meal when she was in Los
Angeles last week. “What you see on the show does not depict
the politeness and attentiveness of the staff,” said Bizzoco.
“We were definitely expecting to see some more drama but
everyone we met were so sweet.”

Lori Bizzoco, Guillermo Zapata and Tonia DeCosimo at SUR

It turns out that the ambiance at SUR truly stands up to its
name: Sexy Unique Restaurant. Each smaller room in this large
venue creates an intimate dining setting. Along with its
indoor dining, SUR also has a romantic outdoor patio and a
chic private-party room. “It was beautifully decorated with
fresh flowers everywhere,” Bizzoco mused. “It felt like I was
in an old mansion or walking through a Victorian maze. There
was room after room, each one more elegant than the last.”

One of the many dining rooms at SUR

Outside of the ambiance, the food is what makes this
restaurant stand out. Bizzoco had the opportunity to try out
various items from the SUR menu. She started out with the
Chicken Steamed Dumplings and Fried Goat Cheese appetizers,
which were both delicious.
Bizzoco also tried the Shrimp Risotto, which she described as
“incredible” in addition to the Jumbo Shrimp Fettuccine. “The
shrimp melted in your mouth, and the fettuccine was so creamy
and smooth,” she said.

Roasted Salmon Dish

That being said, Bizzoco’s favorite dish was the Roasted
Natural Salmon depicted above. “It was amazing,” she
said. “Beautifully seared on the outside and so moist on the
inside that it melted right in my mouth.”
With it’s beautiful ambiance, seasoned wait-staff, and
delicious menu, SUR definitely stands up to its selfdescription as being on the “cutting-edge of style and
cuisine.” Dining at SUR (or even just stopping in for drinks)
is an experience unlike any other.
Check out their website for more information and don’t forget
to follow them on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to fill your
timeline with mouth-watering food.

Love & Libations: Date Ideas
& Summer Loving With Rosé

By Yolanda Shoshana
With the start of spring earlier this week and summer creeping
closer, it’s time to bust out the rosé. While it’s fun to
“rosé all day” anytime of the year, there’s something even
more magical about sipping the pink wine during the spring and
summer months. If you’re looking for a fun date idea, here are
four rosés that you can enjoy to make you feel like the rich
and famous.

Spring & Summer Date Ideas with
Rosé
Related Link: Sparkling Wine for Holiday Date Nights
Château Miraval Rosé
Love didn’t keep Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie together, but
their wine, Miraval, is still flowing strong. When the former
celebrity couple came out with the rosé, it was such a hit
that it was named “the best rosé in the world.” When they
split, the first question was, “What will happen with the
wine?” Luckily, the wine lives on!
Pitt once said that he tastes every barrel himself — but now,
I’m not sure who tastes for him now since he is rocking a
sober life. Made from four grape varietals in Provence, it’s
an elegant wine that works for all types of occasions. This
wine is perfect for what Wendy Williams calls the “kitchen
table top,” when you are with family and friends sharing

secrets, celebrity gossip, and the joys or oys of life.
Diving Into Hampton Water Rosé
Can you imagine Jon Bon Jovi sipping rosé by the pool? It’s
not a bad image at all. He just launched a new rosé inspired
by the Hamptons called Diving Into Hampton Water. Rosé wine is
known as “Hampton’s Gatorade” because it’s a big deal during
the summer. Bon Jovi’s son, Jesse Bongiovi, came up with the
concept and name of the wine. While the name of the wine
features the Hamptons, it’s actually produced in the South of
France by the very charming winemaker, Gérard Bertrand.
It’s the kind of wine to sip by a pool when hanging out with
your boo. The wine is selling out because it’s shiny and new.
If you can get your hands on a bottle, it will be a special
treat for you and the one you love.
Sofia Rosé
This rosé by Francis Ford Coppola is named after his only
daughter Sofia, who most people know as a talented director
and screenwriter. With her busy schedule, I can’t help but
wonder how often she has her wine. This California wine is a
blend of Syrah and Pinot Noir. It’s an elegant wine in a sexy
bottle that showcases the lively pink color of the rosé. The
aromas in the wine are floral and berries, which make it
wonderful to pair with fish, seafood, and cheese.
Skip the Sofia Rosé bubbles in the can and go for the still
wine in a bottle. It’s perfect to pair with a quiet date night
at home or when you’re cooking dinner together.
Related Link: Heat Up Your Relationship with a Date Night in
the Kitchen
Vanderpump Rosé
While Lisa Vanderpump is famous for being one of the stars of
Real Housewives of Beverly Hills, she is quickly becoming

known for her wine. Since she and her husband, Ken Todd, are
in the hospitality business with 28 bars and restaurants,
having a wine is a natural progression. The Vanderpump Rosé is
produced in Provence, so it’s perfect to drink when you want
to feel like you are in the France without hopping on a plane.
As Vanderpump says, “Life isn’t all diamonds and rosé — but it
should be.”
It’s a feminine wine with a lot of personality on the palate.
This wine is perfect for your summer soirees at a rooftop bar
or in the backyard with your squad.
For more Love & Libations date ideas and celebrity couple
predictions from Yolanda Shoshana, click here.

Executive Director Dr. John
Sessa Opens Up About Creating
a Better World for Dogs
Through The Vanderpump Dog
Foundation & Rescue Center
Interview by Lori Bizzoco. Written by Karley Kemble.
Since its inception in 2016, The Vanderpump Dog Foundation has
worked tirelessly on its founding mission to create a better
and more humane world for dogs. After learning about the mass
abuse of dogs at China’s annual Lychee and Dog Meat Festival
in Yulin, celebrity couple and reality TV stars Lisa
Vanderpump and husband Ken Todd were inspired to create their

organization, along with Executive Director Dr. John Sessa.
More recently, the power duo hopes to continue spreading their
message to people worldwide with their new documentary, The
Road to Yulin and Beyond, which is Dr. Sessa’s directorial,
writing, and producing debut.
In our exclusive celebrity interview, we talk with Dr. Sessa
about the award-winning documentary, how the Foundation has
helped stop animal cruelty in Yulin, and how you can help out.

Exclusive Celebrity Interview: The
Vanderpump Dog Foundation

Though the Dog Meat Festival in Yulin shows mass animal abuse
and cruelty, it is just one “example of the torture that many
dogs in Asia face,” Dr. Sessa explains. “The cruelty varies,
and the methods of cruelty change as well, but the underlying
torture for consumption is the same.” In fact, 30 percent of
the Chinese population still consume dog meat, and
unfortunately, the percentage is about the same throughout the
rest of Asia.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview with ‘Lucky Dog’ Host
Brandon McMillan
The Vanderpump Dog Foundation has played a direct role in

saving many of the dogs who fall victim to the cruelty in
Yulin. Last year, Dr. Sessa says they surrounded trucks that
were illegally carrying dogs to their slaughter. Since a
harrowing 80 percent of the dog meat trade in China comes from
stolen pets, the Foundation worked with local police to enact
a law that requires origin certificates for every animal that
is transported. Because the animals were stolen and no
certificates were on hand, the animals were seized and passed
into the care of trusty local medical triages. They then tried
to reunite them with their owners or find new forever homes.
“This is the only way we have found that does not perpetuate
the trade,” Dr. Sessa explains. “The dog traders are fined,
and their inventory is taken away from them.”
The Road to Yulin and Beyond documentary gives audiences an
accessible look into the harsh realities of Yulin,
highlighting the Foundation’s travels to China, rescue
missions, visits to slaughterhouses, and legislative lobbying.
Ultimately, it gives an overarching review of what the
Foundation has done to stop the dog meat trade. After its
premiere at the L.A. Awareness Film Festival in 2017, the
documentary snagged the Audience Choice Award. Dr. Sessa says
that they hope to eventually host a showing for U.S. Congress
and are discussing avenues of global distribution in order to
make the most impact and reach the most people.

The Foundation is also gearing up for their third annual World
Dog Day fundraiser, coming up this June. “The summer date
serves as a juxtaposition of the Yulin Dog Meat Festival,”
adds John Blizzard, PR and Events Coordinator for the
Foundation. “We try to have it during the same time period so
we can show the world what a ‘real’ dog festival looks like.”
Locally, The Vanderpump Dog Foundation recently launched The
Vanderpump Dog Rescue Center and hopes their mission will
continue to make an impact in many dogs’ lives in California
and beyond. In the first year of operation, the center adopted
out nearly 500 dogs, and they’re hoping to increase this
number in 2018.
Related Link: Dating Advice: Picking Out a Pet Together
Though The Vanderpump Dog Foundation has taken huge steps in
creating a better world for dogs, they know their reach will
have an even greater impact when people enact change on local
levels. If others want to start their own fundraiser with
friends and family, they can visit The Vanderpump Dogs Classy
Fundraising Page, where they can set up individual campaigns.
They can also follow the Foundation on social media —
@VanderpumpDogs on Twitter and Instagram — for the latest
updates and ways to help take action.
No matter where in the world The Vanderpump Dog Foundation may
be — whether in China, Los Angeles, or Washington D.C. — Dr.
Sessa knows one thing to be true: “We will always continue our
four spheres of advocacy: grassroots, education, awareness,
and legislation.”
For more information about The Vanderpump Dog Foundation,
check out their website.

‘Vanderpump Rules’ Reality TV
Star Katie Maloney Confirms
That She and Tom Schwartz Are
Still Together!
Interview by Lori Bizzoco. Written by Sarah Batcheller.
Katie Maloney is a force to be reckoned with on Bravo’s hit
reality series Vanderpump Rules, a spinoff of The Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills. Maloney’s romantic relationship
with castmate Tom Schwartz is in the spotlight this season
and has made her character very interesting to watch. Intense,
drama-filled friendships sum up her social life, and her
heated love life is now fodder for celebrity relationship
news. CupidsPulse.com had the chance to speak with
Maloney about the most recent celebrity cheating rumors on the
show as well as her current relationship with Schwartz.
During our exclusive celebrity interview, the reality TV
star confirmed that her employment at SUR was not staged for
the cameras and that she’s actually still working there. She
also says that working with Lisa Vanderpump, the show’s
matriarch and boss, is “exactly what you would expect it to
be.” She assures us that Vanderpump “has high expectations —
she really wants us to respect her and her business,” adding,
“She’s really smart!”

Katie
Maloney
Discusses
Celebrity Scandal on Reality TV

Show
The Pucker & Pout style blogger clears the air about her
fallout with castmate and ex-best friend Kristen Doute, who
slept with their friend Stassi Schroeder’s boyfriend, Jax
Taylor. “Contrary to what everyone, including Kristen, wants
to believe, I didn’t end my friendship with her [Doute]
because of what she did to Stassi.” But Maloney does say it
was a contributing factor because Doute’s behavior and lies
were “disturbing and alarming.” Maloney explains, “It opened
my eyes to how Kristen is towards her friends. We were best
friends for so long, and we had a lot of fun together, but she
has some issues that she has to work through. I don’t hate
her; I just had to move on with my life.”
Related Link: Celebrity Couples That Have Bounced Back After
Cheating
In regards to her friendship with Schroeder, the SUR employee
says, “It’s definitely not what it was.” Without revealing
what happened between them, Maloney says that Schroeder had
ulterior motives when it came to helping her through the
celebrity scandal and cheating rumors about her boyfriend of
four years, Schwartz. Most of Schroeder’s motives were fueled
by Schroeder’s beef with her ex-boyfriend Taylor. “It’s a
sensitive subject because there are a lot of things I don’t
understand about it,” Maloney admits.
Maloney says she tries to stay out of the drama, but it’s
hard. “With the kind of people I run around with, it’s
impossible not to get caught up in things,” she confesses.
“I’ve always tried to keep a level head as much as I can and
not let emotions run too high. That’s always kind of been my
M.O. — I think I’ve done a pretty good job!”

Celebrity Couple Katie Maloney and
Tom Schwartz Still Together
If history repeats itself, then viewers predict that another
celebrity cheating scandal will occur on season three of the
popular show — and that it might be Maloney and her boyfriend
who end things next. Thankfully, though, Maloney fondly
describes their celebrity relationship, recalling, “We met
when he moved here from Florida. Kristen moved in with him,
and she kept wanting to introduce me to her roommate, and I
was like, ‘No, I don’t really want to date a model dude. There
are plenty of those.’ But then finally I met him…and the rest
is history!” During our exclusive celebrity interview, she
confirms that, even though their relationship has been a bumpy
ride, they are still together and going strong.
Related Link: Celebrities Who Have Gotten Back Together After
a Cheating Scandal
Maloney did go to her boss Vanderpump for relationship advice
as we will see on tonight’s episode. “I didn’t know anyone
else with an unbiased opinion who I could talk to about it,”
she shares. “Everyone was talking about Tom and me. I didn’t
know where to go. I didn’t know how to be around Jax. Lisa
could tell how much I was hurting and pressed for
information, and I told her everything that happened. I value
her opinion because she has more life experience. She’s been
married for 30 years, and she’s not Jax’s ex-girlfriend! It
was really nice to go to her.”
Since her blog offers beauty and fashion advice, we had to ask
Maloney for her best tips on what to wear on a first date. She
shares, “It obviously all depends on where you’re going, but
wear something comfortable. Wear your favorite outfit: your
go-to shoes and your go-to dress.” If you still can’t find
something that works, she adds, “A little black dress is
always a good option. Just keep it as classic as possible!”

The Pucker & Pout creator believes that her and Schwartz’s
story “tugs on the heartstrings a little” because it’s so
relatable to those who have also had to work through tough
issues with their partner. Maloney is very firm on the fact
that she and her beau have a good relationship and she
encourages women to be careful of the pressure you get from
friends when it comes to making decisions about your love
life!
Keep up with Katie on Twitter @MusicKillsKate, and don’t
forget to check out her blog Pucker & Pout. Tune in for
Vanderpump Rules on Mondays at 9/8c on Bravo!

Celebrity Women Who Built
Business Empires With Their
Husbands
By Deanna Atkins
It often seems like our culture thrives on talentless women
who keep us entertained through guilty pleasure reality
television shows. If the media would stop flooding its
audience with Lindsay Lohan’s latest relapse, we’d see
celebrity gals with brains and million dollar net worth who
give women back the reputation we deserve. Below are a handful
of leading ladies who chose to make the most of their fame by
creating successful empires–with the help of their supportive
and loving husbands:
Related: Celebrity Women Who Are the Breadwinners of the

Relationship
1. Bethenny Frankel: As a reality star, entrepreneur, wife and
mother, Bethenny Frankel is certainly someone to admire. By
combining her passion for healthy, natural foods with her
business sense, she developed her signature Skinnygirl
Cocktails. She and husband Jason Hoppy brought Skinnygirl to
life over the seasons of Bravo’sThe Real Housewives of New
York and their own show, Bethenny Ever After. Hoppy’s
background in finance ensured that Frankel’s business ideas
would flourish, and they did just that. In 2011, she sold her
company to Fortune Brands’ Beam Global for over $100 million.
2. Tori Spelling: From actress to author to executive producer
of her own show, it’s no wonder Tori Spelling stays so skinny:
she can’t possibly have enough time to eat. She’s come a long
way since her role as Donna Martin on 9021o. Now she happily
resides in Los Angeles with her husband Dean McDermott,
their three children and another baby on the way. Spelling has
written four books; her first, sTORI Telling, because a New
York Times Bestseller. Additionally, she operated a bed and
breakfast with McDermott and created a signature fashion
and jewelry line. Today, she manages her own website,
ediTORIal by Tori Spelling.
3. Beyoncé Knowles: Bringing in a whopping $87 million a year
is nice, but it’s even nicer when you’ve got rapper, producer,
co-owner of the NJ Nets and entrepreneur Jay-Z to “put a ring
on it.” Their marriage has made their combined net worth over
$800 million. This brilliant couple brings in the dough with
their chart-topping hits, but Knowles also acts, designs and
models, placing her at #2 on Forbes’s 2010 list of 100 Most
Powerful and Influential Celebrities in the World. Hollywood’s
hottest pair also showed off their business smarts when they
trademarked their first child’s name, ‘Blue Ivy,’ which is
expected to soon become an empire of its own.
Related: Fame, Fortune and Love: The World’s Wealthiest

Celebrity Couples
4. Lisa Vanderpump: Even if you knew her dog Jiggy before you
were aware of her husband Ken Todd, there’s still no denying
that Lisa Vanderpump’s bank account is as obscenely large as
it is because of her adoring spouse’s help. Still, her own
business sense has certainly helped, and together the couple
has worked hard to be successful. Born in England and a Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills star, the Brit earned her $65
million net worth by co-owning 26 restaurants with her hubby
of 29 years. Hard work paid off with a luxurious lifestyle,
but Vanderpump still keeps busy by designing shoes and
clothes, developing a skin care line and writing for Beverly
Hills Lifestyle Magazine.
5. Jill Zarin: Entrepreneur, businesswoman and Real Housewives
of New York City star Jill Zarin and husband and businessman
Bobby Zarin own a home furnishing and fabric store on the
Lower East side. Recently, Zarin has expanded her business to
the fashion world by creating Skweez Couture, a functional
shapewear line for women. She has also launched her own
jewelry and bedding line, Jill Zarin Home. The couple’s
business was big enough originally, but Jill’s most
recent endeavors are expanding their empire even further.
Which famous woman do you think has built the most successful
business empire? Tell us below.

Celebrity Women Who Built a
Business Empire With Their

Husbands
By Deanna Atkins
While our culture thrives on talent-less females to entertain
us as we get out guilty reality tv fill, it’s more than
refreshing to see celebrity gal’s with brains, and million
dollar net worths, to give women back the reputation we
deserve. All women are beautiful, bright and capable, and if
the media would stop flooding its audience with Lindsey
Lohan’s latest relapse, we would be able to hear more about
celebrity women who make remarkable role models. Female power
is certainly something to embrace and there are plenty of
women in the spotlight who used their platform to build
lucrative businesses. Below are a handful of leading ladies
that chose to make the most of their celebrity, by making
themselves successful empires, of course with the help of
their supportive and loving husbands:
Related Link: Celebrity Women Who Are the Breadwinners of the
Relationship
1. Bethenny Frankel: Reality star, entrepreneur, wife and
mother, Bethenny Frankel, is easily envied by every woman in
the world. By combining her passion for healthy, natural foods
with her craving for cash, she developed and sold Skinnygirl
Cocktails for over $100 million to Fortune Brands’ Beam Global
in 2011. We were able to see Bethenny’s dream become reality
over season’s of Bravo’s series, The Real Housewives of New
York, and Bethenny and her husband, Jason Hoppy’s, own show,
Bethenny Ever After. Together the duo brought Skinnygirl to
life as Jason brought his background in finance to the table
to ensure that Bethenny’s business would flourish, and it did
more than that.
2. Tori Spelling: From actress to author to executive producer

of her own show, with husband Dean McDermott, Tori & Dean:
Home Sweet Hollywood, it’s no wonder she stays so skinny, she
can’t possibly have enough time to eat. Coming a long way
since her roll as Donna Martin on 90210, she happily resides
in Los Angeles with her hubby, their three children and
another baby on the way. She’s written four books with her
first, sTORI Telling, on the New York Times Bestsellers list,
operated a bed and breakfast with Dean, created a signature
fashion and jewelry line and manages her own site, ediTORIal
by Tori Spelling.
3. Beyonce Knowles: Bringing in a whopping $87 million a year
is nice, but it’s even nicer once you’ve got rapper, producer,
co-owner of the NJ Nets and entrepreneur, Jay Z, to put a ring
on it, making their combined net worth over $800 million. This
brilliant couple brings in the dough with their chart topping
hits, but Beyonce also acts, designs, and models which is why
she gained the #2 spot on Forbe’s 2010 list of 100 Most
Powerful and Influential Celebrities in the World. Hollywood’s
hottest pair showed off their business smarts when they
trademarked their first child’s name, ‘Blue Ivy’ which is
expected to become an empire of its own.
Related Link: Fame, Fortune and Love: The World’s Wealthiest
Celebrity Couples
4. Lisa Vanderpump: Even if you knew her dog, Jiggy’s, name
before her husband, Ken Todd’s, there’s still no denying that
Lisa VanderPump’s bank account is as obscenely large as it is
because of her adoring spouse and business partner. Born in
England and a Real House Wives of Beverly Hills star, the
Britt earned her $65 million net worth co-owning 26
restaurants with her hubby of 29 years. Hard work payed off as
she now thoroughly enjoys her luxurious lifestyle while
designing shoes and clothes, developing a skin care line and
writing for Beverly Hills Lifestyle Magazine.
5.

Jill

Zarin:

Entrepreneur,

business

woman

and

Real

Housewives of New York City reality star, Jill Zarin and
husband and businessman Bobby Zarin own a home furnishing and
fabric store on the Lower East side. Recently Zarin has
expanded her business to the fashion world, as she created
‘Skweez Couture’ a fashionable and functional shapewear line
for women. She has also launched her own jewelry line and
bedding line, ‘Jill Zarin Home.’ The couple’s business was big
enough originally, but Jill’s most recent endeavors are
expanding her empire even further.

